This Week in Science

Editorial
492 The Foreign Policy of U.S. Universities

Letters
493 French Educational Reform: V. COURILLOT ■ Terms of Endearment: C. MIKALAC; N. E. GILMOUR, JR. ■ Faculty Retirement: P. J. FRIEDMAN; W. E. FARRAR; EDITORS ■ Correction: F. H. GAWIN

ScienceScope
499 An out-of-joint U.S.–Soviet conference; mush-for-brains sheep; etc.

News & Comment
500 Artificial Heart: The Best Goes On ■ A “Bridge-to-Transplant”
502 Sullivan Overrules NIH on Sex Survey
503 Chiron Buys Cetus: A Tale of Two Companies
Kennedy Resigns from Stanford
505 Computer Tools for Thinking in Tandem
506 Networks for Thinking in Cliques?

Research News
510 Making Sense of Antisense
512 A Feast of Gene-Splicing Down on the Fish Farm
514 A Job Well Done at Pinatubo Volcano
515 Hand Ax Throws Light on European Prehistory

Perspective
516 A Cluster of Antennapedia-Class Homeobox Genes in a Nonsegmented Animal: C. KENYON AND B. WANG

Articles
518 The Economics of Pesticide Use and Regulation: D. ZILBERMAN, A. SCHMITZ, G. CASTERLINE, E. LICHTENBERG, J. B. SIEBERT
522 Numerical Models of Extragalactic Radio Sources: J. O. BURNS, M. L. NORMAN, D. A. CLARKE
530 Rules of Language: S. PINKER

Research Article
535 Occurrence of Earth-Like Bodies in Planetary Systems: G. W. WETHERILL
Supercomputer simulation of an astrophysical jet. This density image reveals the basic physical features seen in extragalactic radio sources, including a narrow radio jet, a planar shock at the jet terminus, and an extended turbulent lobe, or cocoon, of gas. See page 522. [Image by M. L. Norman, J. O. Burns, D. A. Clarke, and the National Center for Supercomputing Applications]